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Definition 

Phenomenon-based learning (PhBL or PhenoBL) is 
a multidisciplinary, constructivist form of learning or pedagogy where 
students study a topic or concept in a holistic approach instead of in a 
subject-based approach. PhBL emerged as a response to the idea that 
traditional, subject-based learning is outdated and removed from the 
real-world and does not offer the optimum approach to development 
of 21st century skills.  



Phenomena-based Learning & SOS 



The Tortoise  (not turtle!) that  
Crossed the Indian Ocean 



Underwater Cabinet Meeting in the Maldives 



Can Elephants Sense Tsunamis Before  
They Happen? 

 
 
 



Plastic in the Deepest Part of the Ocean 



Singing Sands 



This is STEVE, 
He’s from 

Outer Space 



Book a Flight to 
Another Solar 

System 



Q: Commonalities?  
A: Fascinating! 

 
Scientific phenomena makes students wonder and ask questions. So does SOS!  
Are these a good fit? 
Definitely! 
 
Singing Sand Dunes and FIM Forecast Model: Wind Streamers fit together in a module …a stretch? 
Sure … so what? Learning excitement is the goal. 
 
Are singing sand dunes memorable? 
Yes. 
 
Are phenomena[l] stories engaging? 
Most certainly! 
 
What are you waiting for? 



SOS has joined the Movement! 







SOS Showcase: Will animals evolve to have larger extremities?  
Phenomena[l] Storytelling  

Phenomena do not need to be phenomenal to be academically productive! 
#projectphenomena #phenomenaforngss 

 
sos.noaa.gov/Education/Phenomena 
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